
CREATING STRESS-PROOF CLASSROOMS

An approach to minimise teacher and student stress 

and optimise learning 

“With anxiety on the rise, (1 in 4 Australians suffer from anxiety), parental expectations, 
the onslaught of media, school, the demands of a world that seems to be racing on to 
the next big thing with every passing minute…all this can take a heavy toll. And yet 
there are some important things we can do in our classrooms to mitigate the effects of 
our breathlessly fast-paced society.”  
Shelley Davidow, author Raising Stress-Proof Kids   

Drawing on her experience as a school teacher, a facilitator of Restorative Practice and on 
her research with neurocardiologists at the Institute of HeartMath in California, Shelley 
Davidow looks at practical and empowering tools that can enable teachers to sustain 
themselves, prevent burnout, and create optimum learning environments that support 
the children who are in their classrooms. 

Details: This workshop will firstly demonstrate, using cutting edge technology from the 
Institute of HeartMath in the USA and audience volunteers, how our thoughts impact 
our emotional and physiological state. The workshop will then provide a restorative 
framework for approaching classroom management, and include practical insights and 
tools that teachers can use to create the stress-proof classroom and develop resilience in 
children which then gives them the capacity to deal with stress when it comes their way.

Objectives: 
In this workshop, participants will:
• Understand stress and how it affects physiological emotional and 
cognitive development
• Reduce personal stress and subsequently student stress through 
understanding the role of heart rhythm coherence and its effect on 
cognition
• Discover empowering restorative tools to manage behaviour in any class
• Set up classroom environments that minimise stress and maximise 
learning and engagement using restorative tools



Dr Shelley Davidow is originally from South Africa. She 
holds a Masters in Education and a Doctorate in Creative 
Arts. An award-winning author of 41 books, she writes 
across genres. Her work includes children's fiction, young 
adult fiction, and a range of non-fiction texts including the 
internationally acclaimed Raising Stress-Proof Kids, (Exisle 
Publishing, Australia, UK, 2014), her biographical memoir 
Whisperings in the Blood (University of Queensland Press, 
2016) and Playing with Words-an introduction to Creative 
Writing Craft (Palgrave Macmillan, UK, 2016). 

She has been a teacher for the past twenty years and is a trained facilitator in 
Restorative Practice. She runs workshops internationally and currently teaches into the 
post-graduate programs in the departments of Education and Creative Writing at the 
University of the Sunshine Coast in Queensland Australia.  

For more information see www.shelleydavidow.com

Brief Bio:



Q: in this workshop, what did you find the most valuable?  
• The scenarios—acting out the different situations. A fantastic approach to classroom 
management.

• Learning to address issues to resolve them and prevent future recurrences rather 
than use of punishment.

• A great way to make children accountable.

• The questioning process is all set out and easy to follow. The emphasis is on who has 
been harmed and not who is to blame.

Q: what will you take away with you regarding heart coherence 
and how stress impacts developing bodies and brains?  
• I really enjoyed your enthusiasm, the clear evidence presented and its potential 
usefulness in talking with parents.

• Valuable: learning about stress and its effects on learning.

• The course as it was, was very valuable for me. I enjoyed the way you delivered it, the 
fluidity, integrity and honesty. The examples were helpful and helped the experiential 
element of the course.

• Shelley, thank you so much for this wonderful workshop. I loved it since the first day 
and I spent the whole conference telling everyone how amazed I was by your research.

The Stress-Proof Classroom: 
Testimonials from recent workshops/conferences:


